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### Check Imaging

|--------|-------|-------|-----------|

### Electronic Filing

### Scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR-9080C</th>
<th>DR-7580</th>
<th>DR-7080C</th>
<th>DR-5010C</th>
<th>DR-4010C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR-3080CII</th>
<th>DR-2580C</th>
<th>DR-2050SP</th>
<th>DR-2050C</th>
<th>DR-1210C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Micrographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS-350II</th>
<th>MS-300II</th>
<th>MS-800II</th>
<th>RF-550DII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Hybrid Scanner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR-5060F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NOTE:** Products may be shown with optional accessories.
CR-180 check transport

- Reliable and durable back counter design
- Scans up to 180 checks per minute*
- 200-item Automatic Feeder
- Two output pockets for check sorting
- Built-in imprinter and jogger
- USB 2.0 and SCSI-III connectivity
- Automatic MICR decoding
- Bundled with Silver Bullet Ranger™ driver and IQA software module

CR-55 check transport

- Compact footprint for teller line or corporate locations
- Scans up to 55 checks per minute*
- High-precision MICR reading
- Black-and-white, grayscale, and color scanning
- Built-in imprinter for prescan endorsements
- Infrared Double Feed Detection
- Clam shell design for easy maintenance and cleaning
- Bundled with Silver Bullet Ranger driver and IQA software module

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in checks per minute with U.S. personal checks at 200 dpi in black and white or grayscale.
**CR-25**

**check transport**

- Compact footprint for teller line or corporate locations
- Scans up to 25 checks per minute*
- High-precision MICR reading
- Black-and-white, grayscale, and color scanning
- Built-in imprinter for prescan endorsements
- Infrared Double Feed Detection
- Clam shell design for easy maintenance and cleaning
- Bundled with Silver Bullet Ranger driver and IQA software module

*Examples based on typical settings, rated in checks per minute with U.S. personal checks at 200 dpi in black and white or grayscale.

---

**CD-4070NW**

**digital document recorder**

- Completely integrated turnkey system
- Scans at up to 82 ipm*
- Network connectivity
- Built-in CD duplication system
- Store up to 20,000 pages on standard, inexpensive CD-R discs
- 8.4" color touch-panel display
- Simplex and duplex scanning modes
- OCR and optional bar code recognition for auto indexing

*Examples based on typical settings, rated in images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi.
DR-9080C  color production scanner

- Scans at up to 180 ipm*
- Supports color, black-and-white, and grayscale scanning
- 600-dpi optical resolution
- 500-sheet Automatic Document Feeder
- USB 2.0 and SCSI-III connectivity
- MultiStream™ output capability
- Unique Staple Detection capability
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® software

DR-7580  production scanner

- Scans at up to 150 ipm*
- Supports black-and-white and grayscale scanning
- 600-dpi optical resolution
- 500-sheet Automatic Document Feeder
- USB 2.0 and SCSI-III connectivity
- MultiStream™ output capability
- Unique Staple Detection capability
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents at 200 dpi unless specified. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.
DR-7080C  **color universal flatbed scanner**

- Scans color, black-and-white, and grayscale at up to 70 ppm*
- High-speed flatbed or ADF operation
- 600-dpi optical resolution
- Programmable control panel
- USB 2.0 and SCSI-III connectivity
- MultiStream™ output capability
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.

Monitor shown not included.

---

DR-5010C  **color production scanner**

- Scans at up to 100 ipm*
- High-speed, high-quality color scanning
- Handles document sizes up to 11" x 17"
- Card scanning capability
- Custom Color Drop-Out
- SCSI-III and USB 2.0 Connectivity
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® and Adobe® Acrobat® Standard software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.
DR-4010C  color desktop scanner

- Scans at up to 84 ipm*
- High-speed, high-reliability color desktop scanner
- Dual path scanning
- Long document mode up to 39”
- Auto Color Detection
- Custom Color Drop-out
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® and Adobe® Acrobat® Standard software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.

DR-3080CII  color desktop scanner

- Scans at up to 86 ipm*
- Departmental duplex scanner
- 100-sheet Automatic Document Feeder
- Superior reliability
- SCSI-III and USB 2.0 Connectivity
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® and Adobe® Acrobat® Standard software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents at 200 dpi unless specified. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.
Monitor and keyboard shown not included.
DR-2580C  compact portable color scanner

- Scans at up to 50 ipm*
- Ultra-compact, portable design
- Card scanning capability
- Programmable Scan-To-Job buttons
- Flatbed option to handle various document types
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® and Adobe® Acrobat® Standard software

DR-2050SP  compact document scanner

- Dual function scanner with PC-less “Scan-to-Projector” mode
- Scans at up to 40 ipm*
- Sleek, streamlined design
- Workgroup duplex scanner
- Color, grayscale, and black-and-white scanning
- Bundled with CapturePerfect®, Adobe® Acrobat® Standard, and OmniPage SE software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents at 200 dpi unless specified. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.

Projector shown not included.
DR-1210C universal flatbed scanner with ADF

- Universal Flatbed scanner with ADF with scanning speeds of up to 12 ppm*
- User-friendly and industry leading durability
- Scans books, magazines, and business cards
- One-touch operation
- Five customizable buttons
- Bundled with CapturePerfect®, Adobe® Acrobat® Standard, Nuance OmniPage, and Presto! BizCard Reader softwares

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.

DR-2050C compact color scanner

- Scans at up to 40 ipm*
- Sleek, streamlined design
- Workgroup duplex scanner
- Color, grayscale, and black-and-white scanning
- Bundled with CapturePerfect®, Adobe® Acrobat® Standard, and OmniPage SE software

* Examples based on typical settings, rated in pages/images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.
MS-800II compact digital scanner

- High-speed, three-second scanning
- 11-3/4" x 17" viewing screen
- Scan Modes: B/W, B/W Fine, B/W Photo, Grayscale (4/16/256 levels)
- Up to 600-dpi resolution
- Standard automatic focus, exposure, and bimode sensing with manual overrides
- Standard motorized zoom lens and image rotation with auto skew correction repositions the images into a single, portrait-oriented data file
- Memory function keys for frequently used control panel settings
- Standard SCSI and Video I/F
- Interchangeable carriers
- Optional remote-operation keyboard
- Optional File Print 450 laser printer for prints up to 11" x 17"
- Bundled with Scanning Utility 800 and CapturePerfect® software

MS-350II compact digital scanner

- Standard motorized remote control
- Desktop digital reader-printer/scanner system
- 12" x 12" viewing screen
- Automatic bimodal function
- Interchangeable film/fiche carriers
- Intelligent retrieval capability with FS Controller
- Optional PC Video I/F, SCSI I/F, and ISIS Scanner driver
- Plain-paper output—up to 11" x 17" with optional File Print 450
- User-replaceable MP cartridge for lower maintenance of optional File Print 450
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® software
MS-300II  compact digital scanner

- Desktop digital reader-printer/scanner system
- 12” x 12” viewing screen
- Automatic bimodal function
- Interchangeable film/fiche carriers
- Intelligent retrieval capability with FS Controller
- Optional PC Video I/F, SCSI I/F, and ISIS Scanner driver
- Plain-paper output—up to 11” x 17” with optional File Print 450
- User-replaceable MP cartridge for lower maintenance of optional File Print 450
- Bundled with CapturePerfect® software

RF-550DII  desktop rotary filmer

- Quiet and reliable feeding at up to 500 checks per minute*
- High-density duplex (both sides) recording (42x)
- Automatic date recording
- Optional Endorser
- Up to 9-1/16” document width

* Examples based on U.S. personal check size.
DR-5060F  hybrid document scanner

- One-pass scanning with microfilm backup
- Scans at up to 100 ipm**
- Large-capacity Document Feeder
- Simple operation
- Optional Imprinter, Endorser, and Bar Code Decoder

** Examples based on typical settings, rated in images per minute with letter-sized documents, portrait-feeding direction, at 200 dpi with AE off. Actual processing speeds may vary based on PC performance and application software.

DR-5060F shown with optional workstation.
**ImageChex Express Lite by C&A**
- A simple microfilm replacement solution with advanced capabilities for check imaging, search, and retrieval
- Simultaneously capture images and MICR data on a single scanning path
- Tight integration and support for all features of Canon CR-Series check transport devices
- Simple user-interface for data correction in misread/reject items
- Store and research images by date, teller, and MICR data

**ImageChex Express Advanced by C&A**
- Comprehensive check imaging, transaction balancing, statement preparation, archival, and research capabilities
- Modular design for flexible installation and configuration
- Built-in recovery tools in case of user errors and/or system failures
- User-friendly interface and built-in utilities for verification and diagnosis
- Built-in database and multiuser support
- Complete item processing solution when combined with CR-Series check transport devices

**image.SCAN by image one**
- Developed for public use of Canon’s popular microfilm scanners
- Patron-friendly system for capturing digital images
- Easy-to-use interface can be accessed in English, Spanish, or French
- On-screen toolbox for correction of scanned images
- Simple touch-screen interface
imageWARE Document Manager

- Effective management for both hard-copy and electronic documents
- Robust full text, attribute, index, and annotation search for fast retrieval
- Access control to ensure confidentiality of critical business records
- Versioning control, audit reporting, and digital signature to ensure life-cycle document integrity
- Automatic e-mail notification for workflow management
- Easy, secure, scalable, and cost-effective

imageWARE Scan Manager

- Intelligent data capture and indexing
- Automatic bar code, form, and zone OCR recognition
- Flexible indexing methods: zone OCR, pre-indexing, and post-indexing
- Tight integration with imageWARE Document Manager as a complete document management system
- Fast, accurate, automatic, and affordable
- Integrates with DR-Series Scanners and Canofile for Windows

ScanStation by eCopy

- Connects DR-Series scanner and MS-Series scanner devices to corporate e-mail and other networked applications
- Simple, secure, and cost-effective electronic distribution and integration of paper documents
- Easily scan, preview, and distribute documents using the touch-panel screen
- Add-on Connectors for selected third-party document management systems and other enterprise applications